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CHAPTER 2

Search, Detection and Confirmation
of Extragalactic Hydroxyl

EXTRAGALACTIC hydroxyl (OH) has been shown to display the characteristics of the
circumnuclear environment of active galaxies. The OH, either as absorption or as maser

emission, traces the lower density component of the molecular environment in the inner kilo-
parsec of the nuclear region of such galaxies. So far only about one hundred galaxies are
known to exhibit this tracer and therefore the search for extragalactic OH and the study of its
general characteristics are still the main goals of current research.
The WSRT array has been used to detect OH in a sample of galaxies with enhanced infrared
emission and to confirm galaxies with previously detected hydroxyl in emission. The ad-
vantage of using the WSRT array is its robustness concerning radio frequency interference
(RFI) compared to single dish observations. Although the WSRT is less affected by RFI, the
band of the observed candidates is shifted close to the active service bands suffering form
RFI. Therefore an automatic editing and calibration procedure has been developed in order
to eliminate the influence of RFI and to produce an homogeneously treated data base of ob-
served candidates.

Hans–Rainer Klöckner, Edo Loenen, and Willem A. Baan
IN PREPARATION

partially based on a “Klein Onderzoek” project of
Edo Loenen supervised by Hans–Rainer Klöckner
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2.1 Introduction
Maser emission or absorption of the hydroxyl radical has been observed within our galaxy
since the mid sixties (Weaver et al. 1965), where it has been found to be a signpost of starfor-
mation and evolved stars. The first detection of extragalactic OH emission in the late seventies
made clear that this emission mirrors the known Galactic counterparts. Such maser features
with slightly higher luminosities than their galactic counterparts are associated with HII or
star-forming regions, which are displaced at the centers of galaxies such as M 82, NGC 253
or M 33. Soon after a new kind of extragalactic OH emission was discovered having isotropic
luminosities several orders of magnitude higher than galactic sources (Baan et al. 1982).

Observations of extragalactic hydroxyl has shown to be a perfect tracer to study the cir-
cumnuclear environment of galaxies with enhanced nuclear activity (Klöckner & Baan 2002).
At high spatial resolutions of around tens of parsec, which can be achieved using VLBI tech-
nique, it has been shown that the powerful maser action, with respect to other tracer, is dis-
tributed within the inner kilo-parsec region and is therefore an ideal tracer of the nuclear
kinematics (Klöckner et al. 2003; Pihlström et al. 2001; Diamond et al. 1999; Lonsdale et al.
1998). In these nuclei the structures traced by the OH range from tens to hundreds of parsec
in size, which in some cases is evidence for a nuclear disk or torus (Klöckner et al. 2003).
Like the emission, the OH main-lines in absorption have been also predominantly detected
towards the nuclear region of active galaxies and therefore the OH transitions in general pro-
vide crucial information about the nuclear composition, the dominant radiation fields, and the
physical nature of the nucleus.

Apart from tracing the nuclear kinematics, the properties of the hydroxyl main-lines and
satellite lines can provide a unique tool to estimate the physical properties of the molecular
environment, which has been successfully shown in a few extragalactic sources (e.g. Arp 220,
Centaurus A, NGC 1052: Baan et al. 1989; van Langevelde et al. 1995; Vermeulen et al.
2003).

2.2 Automated Data Reduction and Editing
Several reasons lead quite naturally to the wish of an automated reduction and editing proce-
dure. First of all, the enormous amount of time, which one has to spend on editing spectral
radio observations. Furthermore, the new DZB system at the WSRT observatory and the
capability to correlate up to 1024 spectral channel per polarization increases the amount of
time, which one has to spend even more. Secondly, the opportunity of observing the transi-
tion lines of all OH ground levels, ranging from 1612 MHz up to 1720 MHz, will produce
several independent data sets. In order to deduce from these observations essential informa-
tion about the line transitions, the datasets needs to be treated in a similar way. The L-band
at the WSRT site is not completely free from RFI and suffers from interference caused by the
IRIDIUM and the GLONASS satellite systems operating between 1600 and 1630 MHz. An
example of how this RFI could affect a single dish observation is shown in figure 2.1.

2.2.1 Data Reduction Procedures

The data reduction procedures (hereafter called LINE procedures) have been developed to
minimize the amount of time spend on flagging or editing of spectral measurements of an
interferometer array. In order to optimize the final data calibration, an iterative process is
carried out between data editing and calibrating. Since for UV datasets editing and calibration
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Figure 2.1 − Influence of RFI caused by GLONASS on the autocorrelation spectrum of the galaxy
Mrk 273. The actual OH emission would be expected at 1606.7 and 1604.8 MHz respectively and is
not distinguishable from the RFI, which dominates the spectrum. The observation has been taken on
February 2002 covering a range of 20 MHz in frequency and has been correlated to 256 channels in
dual polarization. Such an observation is equivalent to a single dish measurement with a collecting area
of about 6872 m2, equivalent to a single dish diameter of about 93.5 m, which is on the order of the
largest movable single dish telescopes Effelsberg or Green Bank.

tools already exist in the “classic” AIPS∗ program, the procedures developed consist of a
combination of individual AIPS tasks. The AIPS tasks used for each procedure developed
are listed in table 2.1.

The use of existing AIPS tasks has the advantage that the procedures can be used either
on a new data set or to clean up pre-flagged datasets. The disadvantage is that AIPS has
to be installed on the system used, which in some cases is not trivial. Furthermore, the most
important limitation of AIPS for general use is its assumption that the measurements obtained
are circular polarized, while the WSRT array normally measures the linear products of the
radiation field (Braun private communication). Therefore, the LINE procedures should not be
used to calibrate polarization measurements. However the main development goal was easy
handling of the datasets, while still providing enough flexibility. Therefore, all corrections to
the datasets are placed into movable flag tables. Nevertheless, there are still some restrictions
on the kind of UV-data, which can be reduced with the developed procedures. In general,
all observations can be calibrated, but for automatic flagging the observations need to be
correlated at least with several spectral channels. In order to use the flagging procedure for
Multi-IF continuum observations, these datasets need to be converted into several spectral
channels and can then be treated like line observations. One minor requirement is that the
observed calibrator source is a point source not far from the phase center, or that a good
model of the calibrator is known. Otherwise good UV-data points will be erased by the
flagging procedure. Such an effect can be bypassed by applying a self-calibration procedure
to improve the calibration, which can be done in AIPS manually and has not been built into

∗Astronomical Image Processing System of the NRAO, for additional information see
http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/aips/
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e merge e calib e flag e handfg

tabget getthead getthead getthead
indxr tabget tabget tabget
apcal setjy gethead gethead
dbcon calib extdes uvmln
uvcop gethead uvavg extdes
extdes getjy indxr tabed
tacops clcal uvcop hinote
clcal bpass tacop
snsmo bpsmo vplot
quack bpcor tasav
gethead cpass uvmln
snplt possm tabed
uvflag prthi

stalin
hinote

Table 2.1 − List of used AIPS tasks for the individual calibration and editing procedures making up
the LINE procedures. For further information on each particular task see the AIPS cookbook.

the automated procedures.
WSRT observations have a disadvantage with respect to single dish observations that

for sources at low declination shadowing of the individual telescopes may introduce errors
in the calibration. The phase calibration procedure can compensate for such effects by
providing the opportunity to exclude the shorter baselines for which shadowing takes place.
In addition, strong RFI also occurs at the shorter baselines. Therefore, both problems
can be eliminated by excluding telescope spacings of 144 m and smaller. In practice for
observations of OH, excluding the UV-range lower than 900λ was efficient enough for
eliminating both effects. The data calibration and editing recipe is illustrated in figure 2.2,
showing the principle steps of the data treatment. In order to obtain a calibrated dataset,
the measurements are treated in two main stages: a calibration and a flagging stage. Apart
from the amplitude and phase-calibration, some special data treatment is embedded in the
calibration stage to handle WSRT observations in particular. This special treatment does not
restrict the LINE procedures to only WSRT observations, instead it can be changed easily to
handle observations of other interferometer arrays such as the VLA or GMRT.

The amplitude calibration is performed by the procedure e merge. This procedure as-
sumes that the observation is made in at least 3 scans: first an observation of a calibrator,
then any number of scans of the source, and at the end again a calibrator. It merges the scans
into a combined multi-source file. While merging, the first step of the amplitude calibration
is applied by using the system temperature measurements. Telescopes showing system tem-
peratures of about 0 K can be optionally flagged. In addition, UV-datasets frequently indicate
problems of the measurements at the begin and the end of each scan; such problems are taken
care by automatically flagging at the edges of each scan individually.

The next step involves the use of e calib. This procedure calibrates the phases using the
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Figure 2.2 − Schematic drawing of the usage of the LINE procedures. The left chart shows the
function of each of the LINE procedures. The right flow chart shows the order in which the LINE pro-
cedures should be used. The dotted boxes are optional steps and will not be discussed. The procedures
e fgcheck, e clean, e velo, and e xtract are integrated in the schematic work flow to increase
the time efficiency of the LINE procedures. These procedures do not influence the way of how RFI is
removed in a data set, hence not explicit description of these procedures will be made. The large frames
(dashed) indicate the two major stages in the data reduction: the calibration and the flagging stage.

individual measurements of the calibrator(s) at the beginning and the end of the observation.
The calibration, and therefore the phase corrections, could cause systematic errors, because
the default settings assume that the individual calibrator is a point source in the phase center.
If this is not the case, the phase and amplitudes change non-linearly over time and will cause
enormous amounts of data flagging, which would also affect good UV-data points. Such an
effect can be bypassed by including a self-calibration process on the individual data sets,
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which is provided in the AIPS software. Within the phase calibration procedure, the correct
flux is set to the calibrator sources using the system temperature calibration and the known
flux of the amplitude calibrator. After the amplitude† and phase calibration, a preliminary
bandpass is produced. To decrease any residual noise in this bandpass, hanning smoothing
is performed over three channels. In order to improve the calibration and the bandpass,
the calibrator source is iteratively flagged by using e flag, e clean and e calib. To
illustrate the iterative process to a final clean bandpass, loop 1 in figure 2.2 indicates the
feedback of data editing and the data calibration. The working of the flagging procedure is
explained with a test case in section 2.2.2. After a RFI-free bandpass from the calibrator data
is obtained, the program source itself can be flagged by running e flag and/or e handfg
until the result is satisfactory or does not improve anymore. This is illustrated in figure 2.2 as
loop 2 containing only the flagging stage.

2.2.2 Flagging on a Test Case

The test UV-dataset was taken on 2002 February 07, by observing for two hours on the
OH Megamaser source Mrk 273 and 3 to 4 min on the calibrator 3C 286 at the begin and
the end of the observations. The line observations in two polarization has been acquired
with a bandwidth of 20 MHz shifted to the mid frequency of the hydroxyl main-lines at
optical heliocentric velocity of 11326 km s−1. The observed band ranges from 1595 to
1615 MHz, which covers a large fraction of the GLONASS band and influence of RFI
in the measurements is expected. The influence of RFI on the dataset is shown in the
autocorrelation spectrum displayed in figure 2.1. The advantage of using an interferometer
with respect to a single dish is shown in the cross-correlation spectra in figure 2.3. The
strong RFI, which dominates the autocorrelation spectrum, has mostly vanished in the cross
correlation spectrum and is suppressed by a about a factor of about 10. Nevertheless the
spectrum of the program source shows signs of RFI, which is strongest at about 1604.5 MHz,
as indicated by the strong change in phase and amplitude.

In order to remove the RFI in the UV-dataset seen in the left panel of figure 2.4, two
flagging procedures have been written. Each of these flagging procedures is using the AIPS
task UVMLN, where e flag is made for fully automated flagging while e handfg is less
automated and provides more user control to the data set. These tasks apply the calibration to
the dataset and make a linear fit to the real (amplitude) and the imaginary (phase) spectrum
using a specified set of spectral channels. If the residual rms in the designated channels
exceeds a certain noise-based cutoff, an entry is made in the flag table. The advantage of
continuum subtraction in the UV-plane is discussed on the basis of a similar AIPS task
UVLIN with respect to UVMLN, which performs the continuum subtraction in the image
plane (Cornwell et al. 1992, and for additional information about this task turn to the
AIPS manual). In principle, UVMLN is already an efficient tool to flag the UV-dataset by
hand. The improvements of the developed flagging procedures are the management of the
flagging tables produced by this task over the entire spectrum and the determination of the
noise-based cutoff (flux).

†By using a polarized source as the prime amplitude calibrator, the special data treatment of normally measured
WSRT observations in AIPS introduce a systematic error in the amplitude calibration (Braun private communica-
tion.). In the case of 3C 286, which is of the order of 10.05 ± 0.29 % linear and circular polarized (Bologna et al.
1969; Weiler & de Pater 1983), the introduced error to the amplitude is of the order of 0.36 %.
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The most automated procedure is e flag. It starts with a given noise-base cutoff for a
designated channel bin-size and works through the entire spectrum. If it encounters a piece
of the spectrum in which no flagging is performed, it restarts with a 5 % lower cutoff. The
criterion to finally stop the procedure is optional, either if some UV-data is flagged in all
channel-bins, which is actually flagging in the noise, or it stops 5 % above the flux cutoff
of flagging over the entire spectrum. How the flagging procedure affects the amplitude can
be seen in figure 2.4, where the time range in which the amplitude deviates from a straight
line is completely erased. Furthermore, the influence of the RFI on shorter baselines is nicely
displayed, where above 2.2 hrs almost all data points are erased, where on the longest baseline
some UV-data points have been recovered.

Figure 2.3 − Effect of flagging with e flag is illustrated on the spectrum of MRK 273. The upper
panel in each spectrum shows the phase and the lower panel the amplitude. The RFI can be well spotted
in the left spectrum by the variation of the amplitude and the phase. The strong RFI at 1604.5 MHz
(channel 142) is completely removed after flagging.

The efficiency of the flagging procedures has been evaluated by the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) before and after flagging the data sets and is shown in figure 2.5. In the particular case
of channel 142, where the emission spectrum in figure 2.3 show strong influence of RFI, the
figure 2.5 displays low SNR before flagging the dataset. This low and with baseline length
decreasing SNR indicate that the interference is present at all baselines and that RFI has an
even stronger influence to the dataset at longer baselines. After flagging, the dataset show
signal-to-noise ratios ranging around 15 being on the order of the theoretical predictions for
a single baseline of 20, whereby a system temperature of 30 K and the telescope specific
efficiencies of the old WSRT array have been assumed.

The success of the automatic flagging procedure is limited by factors such as the accuracy
of the continuum fit and the amount of data affected by the RFI. If the continuum varies
from a point source, the phases and the amplitudes are not constant over time and therefore
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produce a large amount of flagging entries. This effect causes problems in some AIPS tasks,
because they only allow a limited number of flag entries in the flag table. To bypass this
problem, the UV-dataset needs to be treated within the developed LINE procedures, which
makes use of special AIPS tasks which are able to handle such flag tables. A similar effect
of increasing flag entries in the flag table and therefore possible systematic errors in flagging
the data set can occur by errors in the phase and amplitude calibration of calibrator sources.
If this effect can not be corrected by modifying the calibration of the calibrator source itself,
a self-calibration process needs to be done on the program source. Alternatively the increase
of flagging entries in the flag table can in principle be bypassed by smoothing the datasets in
time and so decrease the amount of bad UV data points. Nevertheless, these over-flagging
effect does not affect the line and continuum measurements of the program source as long the
emission is located in the phase center of the array.

Figure 2.4 − The amplitude versus time shows the effect of the flagging procedure e flag to the
UV-data set. In particular, the amplitude for channel 142 is shown for different baseline lengths before
(left panel) and after applying the automatic flagging procedure (right panel). Generally after phase
and amplitude calibration both measurements, in a RFI or error free dataset, should be constant over
time. Instead, the particular observation shown in the left panel indicates a strong variation of the
amplitude starting at 2.2 hrs, that most likely reveal the influence of interference on the measurements.
Interference produced in the vicinity of the WSRT array mostly cause problems at shorter rather than
longer baselines. For the particular observation such influence is nicely revealed, such that a much
larger fraction of the amplitude is flagged at shorter (top panel) rather than longer baselines (bottom).

The main limitation of the automatic flagging procedure e flag is the selection of the
initial cutoff flux and the percentage of the iterative flux decrease for flagging the continuum
subtracted UV dataset. For datasets with errors in the amplitude calibration these values need
to be changed and evaluated by hand. Nevertheless, these criteria only works efficient if
the determination of the mean value for either the amplitude or the phase of the continuum
subtracted UV data is not dominated by the effect of RFI (< X + XRFI >∼< X >).
In that case the procedure provides default values producing mostly RFI free datasets. If
a dataset is affected by RFI over mostly the entire observation period, e handfg might
be used to delete these measurements. Therefore, this semi-automatic flagging procedure
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requires some knowledge about the dataset in advance and the spectral regions in which RFI
occurs. In principle, it manages the input of AIPS task UVMLN, and can be used for more
flexible averaging over a larger ranges of spectral channels and variable cutoff fluxes.

Figure 2.5 − Comparison of the effect be-
fore and after flagging on the amplitude
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the individual
baselines to the telescope 1. The black line
shows the SNR before and gray scale dis-
play the SNR after flagging. The ratios are
calculated for the total observation of about
2 hrs for the single channel 142 of 78 kHz
in width. The theoretical prediction for the
signal-to-noise is on the order of 20, which
is reached for the longest baselines, where
the influence of RFI is minimal. Note that
telescope 11 was not running during the ob-
servations and therefore does not show any
SNR.

Both procedures have the benefit that the time consuming data handling and editing is
reduced to a minimum and for a two hour observation the overall flagging does not take
longer than a hour. For a 12 hours observation with 512 spectral channels, the flagging
procedure e flag has been successfully tested and required about 4 hours on a 500 MHz
Pentium with 256 MB RAM. For comparison, flagging a typical three scan observation with a
standard flagging procedure such as SPFLG by hand (AIPS task to flag data in time frequency
space per baseline) can take up to a couple of days for WSRT observation of 91 baselines.

The calibration and flagging procedures have two major benefits. The automatic cali-
bration enables one to evaluate observations within 20 minutes, to check whether they are
affected strongly by RFI or by other bad data generated by various effect at the observa-
tory. The flagging procedures provide reliable and consistent flagging, which requires certain
experience and is difficult to achieve by hand.

2.3 A Search for Hydroxyl at High Redshifts

Galaxies which are displaying the majority of visible matter in the universe, exhibit emission
properties that are either dominated by their constituent stars or by a non-stellar emission
process. These active galaxies harbor Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), the most luminous
objects and the best markers of distant reaches of the universe. Molecular emission and
absorption are important tracers of such cosmic power plants, because the molecular gas
fuels the star formation and the accretion onto the AGN (Gerritsen 1997). Observations of
molecular species and in particular their spectral lines are unique probes of the kinematics
and the hierarchical structure of AGN (Greenhill et al. 1995; Klöckner et al. 2003). Molecular
spectroscopy has mostly been studied in the local universe and therefore little is know about
molecular tracers at redshifts larger than z > 1. The existence of low-excitation molecular gas
at larger redshifts has been shown by the observation of CO in the infrared luminous quasar
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APM 08279+5255 at redshift 3.9 and recently at even larger redshift of 6.42 (Lewis et al.
2002; Walter et al. 2003). The detection of high redshifted molecular species might reveal
important aspects of the formation and evolution of AGN and provide a further view onto the
chemical history of the ISM in the younger universe. Extragalactic hydroxyl (OH) has only
been observed at redshifts lower then unity, at 0.89 in absorption towards PKS 1830−21
and at 0.26 in emission towards IRAS 14070+0525 (Chengalur et al. 1999; Baan et al.
1992b). Therefore a survey to detect highly redshifted OH sources has been started by using
the WSRT array. The selection criteria used to search for suitable candidates are based
on the general characteristics of OH harboring galaxies at lower redshift. Therefore, good
candidates should have quasar like appearance together with enhanced infrared emission,
which by itself displays typical characteristics of nuclear star formation and/or AGN activity.
In addition, galaxies with such enhanced infrared emission have been shown to exhibit a
high molecular content of CO, which possibly traces the similar environment as the hydroxyl
emission, and are therefore worth to investigate. The individual sources have been selected
on their basis of their confirmed CO detections and are listed, with their redshifts, in table 2.2.

Object redshift 1667 line 1665 line comments
[MHz] [MHz]

IRAS 15307+3252 0.926 865.71 864.69 pem
PG 1634+706† 1.337 713.46 712.62
SM 02399−0136† 2.803 438.43 437.92
APM 08279+5255 3.870 342.37 341.97
BR 1335−0415 4.417 307.80 307.44 pem

Table 2.2 − Candidates to search for hydroxyl emission and their optical redshifts are listed together
with the expected frequencies of the OH main-lines. Objects indicated by † showed RFI over the entire
observations and therefore a clean bandpass and spectrum could not be estimated. Sources indicated
by the comment pem (potential emission) might indicate a pair of line emission features, which need
to be confirmed by new observation.

WSRT observations have been performed in order to search for OH emission during the
summer of 1998, by using the UHF-low receivers. In this period the WSRT was undergoing
its upgrade and a few telescopes of the array could not be used during some of the obser-
vations. The observing band width of 10 MHz has been centered on the mid frequencies of
the OH main lines (1667 and 1665 MHz). Each observation includes the calibrators 3C 286
and/or 3C 48 either at the beginning or the end of in average 10 hours integration on the pro-
gram source. The 10 MHz measurements have been correlated with 256 channels leading to
a spectral resolution of about 39 kHz per channel. The data calibration and editing has been
performed by the automated calibration procedures discussed in section 2.2.1. In the case
where the datasets are heavily affected by RFI, showing up almost over the entire observing
run, automatic pre-data editing has been performed in combination with final flagging by
hand in order to obtain a clean spectrum. Nevertheless, in some cases the RFI was perma-
nently present over the entire observation, where the residual UV dataset provides too little
data to result in a reliable spectrum. The individual spectra have been produced from the UV
datasets by using the AIPS task POSSM and no further imaging has been performed. Sources
for which a spectrum could be obtained are shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 − Spectra of possible candidates to exhibit OH at high redshift. From left to right with in-
creasing redshift, the phase and the vector-averaged amplitude are displayed versus frequency. The fre-
quency range has been reversed and the expected OH main-line emission is indicated by the arrows, left
the 1667 MHz line and right the 1665 MHz line. The individual sources are: left – IRAS 15307+3252
(amplitude 34±11 mJy and phase 43±21 degree), middle – APM 08279+5255 (amplitude 109±43
mJy and phase 241±13 degree), and right – BR 1335−0415 (amplitude 114±29 mJy and phase
239±18 degree).

In general the individual spectra show influence of RFI at the edges of the band, which
has a strong influence on the bandpasses and therefore introduces artifacts in particular at
higher frequencies. A good indicator of the RFI influence on the spectra is the combination
of the phase together with the vector-averaged amplitude, which reveals a further constraint
on a possible line detection. In general the spectra show no clear 3 σ detection of extragalac-
tic hydroxyl emission at the theoretically expected frequencies. Nevertheless, the expected
OH line pair might be indicative to search for line emission pairs showing similar separa-
tion in the observed spectrum. Therefore in two spectra OH emission is indicated by two
marginal OH line pairs in the left and right panel of figure 2.6. The possible OH main lines
in IRAS 15307+3252 are at roughly 865 MHz and 864.2 MHz and in BR 1335−0415 at
307.2 MHz and 306.9 MHz respectively (it should be noted that for BR 1335−0415 the fea-
ture in the spectrum ranging from 309 MHz to 310 MHz is related to RFI, as also indicated
by the dip in the phase). If this is the case than the optical redshifts are systematic to low with
those obtained by the OH emission (zOH = 0.9276 – IRAS 15307+3252 and zOH = 4.4276 –
BR 1335−0415 for comparison see table 2.2), indicating that the optical redshifts might not
trace the molecular environment in this sources. The spectrum of APM 08279+5255 nicely
shows the influence of RFI at the edges of the bandpass introducing artifacts and causing a
non-perfect bandpass shape, which remains in the data. A linear fit to these data sets did not
provide a better indication of possible line pairs and have therefore not been presented.

2.4 A Search for Hydroxyl in ULIG Galaxies

Since the discovery of extragalactic OH, tremendous effort has been done to search for galax-
ies exhibiting hydroxyl features. On the basis of the infrared intensity several galaxy sam-
ples have been probed for OH with a detection rate of a few percent (Darling & Giovanelli
2002a; Baan et al. 1992a; Staveley-Smith et al. 1992; Norris et al. 1989; Garwood et al. 1987;
Schmelz et al. 1986). Therefore, the candidates to search for OH emission were chosen on
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the basis of their infrared excess, their optical characteristics and their radio morphology.
In order to increase the chance of detection the infrared luminosities of the candidates are
of the order of 1012L�. Seyfert 1 galaxies are excluded via optical selection and the radio
morphology of the candidates should be point like at 18′′ beam width (see chapter 3; Baan
et al. 1998; Condon & Broderick 1991, and references therein). Like the measurements in
the previous section the observing band of 10 MHz has been centered on the mid frequencies
of the OH main lines. The individual observations include the calibrators 3C 286 and 3C 48
either at the beginning or the end of, in average, 3 hour integrations on the program source.
The 10 MHz measurements have been correlated with 128 channels leading to a spectral res-
olution of about 78 kHz per channel. One exception is the observation of IRAS 13126+2452,
which has been observed with 20 MHz and correlated with 256 channels. The data calibra-
tion and editing has been performed by the automated calibration procedures (section 2.2.1).
The individual sources are listed in table 2.3 together with their observed flux densities.

object redshift log(LIR) amp±rms phase±rms log(LOH) com.
[IRAS] [optical] [L�] [mJy] [deg] [L�]

00450−2533 0.000804 10.36 1336 ±22 −4.8 ±0.5 ab
00506+7248 0.0157 11.40 87.8 ±1.7 −4.7 ±0.9 +0.72

01004−2237 0.118 12.22 15.7 ±2.4 −36.0 ±8.1 +4.96 pem
01219+0331 0.007609 10.89 131.3±2.9 −13.1 ±0.5 ab
02021−2103 0.116 12.00 4.5 ±0.8 −15.8 ±12.5 +3.83

03514+1546 0.02222 11.13 4.6 ±0.4 35.3 ±6.5 −0.03

04103−2838 0.118 12.13 1.5 ±0.6 288 ±49 +3.57

06538+4628 0.02135 11.24 42.8 ±1.4 9.0 ±2.2 +1.13

07256+3350 0.01379 11.13 51.6 ±2.0 −6.4 ±2.2 +0.62

12072−0444 0.129 · · · · · · · · · · · · †

13126+2452 0.011164 10.91 24.8±1.4 −26.8 ±3.3 pab
13305−1739 0.148 12.18 3.2 ±0.3 99.3 ±5.6 +3.29

20248+1734 0.12081 12.10 89.2 ±1.3 42.4 ±0.8 +4.39

20305−0211 0.01991 11.11 10.7 ±0.3 −3.9 ±1.6 −0.54

20450+2140 0.12836 · · · · · · · · · · · · †

22116+0437 0.19390 12.35 10.6 ± 1.0 64.9±4.3 +4.97

23060+0505 0.173 12.40 6.2 ± 1.5 7.1±28.2 +5.18 pem

Table 2.3 − Observed candidates for hydroxyl emission. The measured amplitude, phase and their
uncertainties are taken over the entire spectra displayed in figure 2.7. The infrared luminosity is deter-
mine by the IRAS measurements at various bands (using equation 1 from Kim & Sanders 1998). The
upper limit of the OH luminosity is determined by 1 σ rms of the amplitude and for a OH emission line
feature of 171 km s−1 in width (FWHM; the line width is determined from the averaged 1667 MHz
emission line feature of OH Megamaser galaxies). Sources indicated by the comment “pem” (potential
emission) or “pab” (potential absorption) may indicate a pair of OH line features. Source commented
by “ab” show hydroxyl absorption in their line spectrum. Objects indicated by † showed RFI over the
entire observations and therefore a clean bandpass and spectrum could not be obtained. These source
are listed for the sake of completeness with no measurements.

The phase together with the vector-averaged amplitude is shown for each individual can-
didate in figure 2.7. Out of the observed 17 sources the influence of RFI in two sources is too
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large to reveal a spectrum. In two of the observed galaxies a clear 3σ detection of extragalac-
tic hydroxyl in absorption has been measured (IRAS 00450−2533 & IRAS 01219+0331).
Together with a tentative absorption (∼2.5σ) in the spectrum of IRAS 13126+2452, these ob-
servation confirm three known candidates of exhibit OH in absorption (Baan 1989; Schmelz
et al. 1986). The infrared luminosities of the OH absorber galaxies display a distinct lower
luminosity as for the OH emitter galaxies. Therefore the detected OH absorbing galaxies can
be classified as a subgroup of luminous infrared galaxies (Sanders & Mirabel 1996). Compar-
ing the spectrum of IRAS 13126+2452 with that of the previous observation (Schmelz et al.
1986), the spectrum shows similar absorption features and might also indicate the existence
of the enhanced emission at the edge of the absorption feature. For this particular source new
observations are required to confirm the emission and the absorption. If this is the case, this
source is the only case displaying both emission and absorption, which could provide a new
key to the investigation of the physical condition for OH emission.

Apart from these galaxies the following sources might exhibit OH in emission, where
two constraints are used to indicate tentative OH Megamaser emission. As in section 2.3
the constraints are the expected line separation of the OH main lines in combination with
an upper limit of the OH luminosity (given for each source in table 2.3). In the spectrum
of IRAS 01004−2237 a distinct difference in the noise pattern indicate a broad line pair at
slightly lower frequency than expected. In the spectrum of IRAS 23060+0505 such line
features are seen at slightly higher frequencies than expected.

Concluding from the observed 17 candidates, 2 were corrupted by RFI, 2 absorbers have
been reconfirmed, 1 tentative absorber showing similar features to previous observations,
and 2 possible emission candidates. This low detection rate indicate that the chosen charac-
teristics to compile the list of potential candidates might not be efficient enough to detect
hydroxyl emitters. Therefore the general properties of OH emitters need to be reviewed
in order to provide more detailed characteristics to search efficiently for hydroxyl in emission.

Figure 2.7 − Emission spectra of candidates. The phase and the vector-averaged amplitude are dis-
played versus frequency. The frequency range has been reversed and the expected OH main-line transi-
tions are indicated by the arrows, left the 1667 MHz line and right the 1665 MHz line.
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Figure 2.7 − continued.

2.5 Confirmation of Hydroxyl Megamaser Galaxies
After two decades of extragalactic OH research, the family of OH Megamaser galaxies grew
relatively slow, mostly because of the incompleteness of redshift surveys of FIR sources and
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the still missing selection criteria of good candidates. The detection rate of OH Megamaser
sources is on the order of a few percent (Darling & Giovanelli 2002a; Baan et al. 1992a;
Staveley-Smith et al. 1992; Norris et al. 1989; Garwood et al. 1987; Schmelz et al. 1986).
A recent investigation has increased the OH Megamaser sample to almost hundred sources
(Darling & Giovanelli 2002a), nevertheless the published literature indicates that 15 % of the
Megamaser sample has not been published with any spectra, even though they are known
since the mid 80s. These sources are mainly observed with the Nancay radio telescope and
announced in the International Astronomical Union Circular mostly with their OH luminos-
ity, without any further information e.g. on the source redshift. The lack of decent spectral
information on the sources affects the study and the general understanding of the Megamaser

object redshift log(LIR) amp±rms phase±rms ref. log(LOH) com.
[IRAS] [optical] [L�] [mJy] [deg] [L�]

00057+4021 0.04466 11.55 4.8±3.0 −2.8 ±35.2 I1 1.9 em
00509+1225 0.06114 11.87 9.2±3.5 −38.7 ±35.5 I4 <4.1 RFI
00335−2732 0.06928 · · · · · · · · · I4 · · · ‡

01364−1042 0.04843 11.18 13.5±2.0 −40.8±4.8 I3 1.6 em
02483+4302 0.05144 · · · · · · · · · I2 · · · †

03056+2034 0.02744 11.18 13.6±4.9 8.13±28.0 I4 <2.9
03260−1422 0.04248 11.35 7.9±2.5 −48.6±12.5 I2 2.0 em
05100−2425 0.03351 11.26 12.4±2.6 50.1±13.0 M 1.4 em
05414+5840 0.01486 11.19 97.2±3.1 1.4±1.2 M ab
08071+0509 0.05220 11.74 30.5±2.0 −55.8±2.1 B 1.9 em
10485−1447 0.13300 · · · · · · · · · I4 · · · †

13097−1531 0.02135 · · · · · · · · · M · · · †

13254+4754 0.06040 11.50 2.7±2.1 −10.6±83.3 M <3.6 RFI
13451+1232 0.12200 12.24 3393±14 7.74±0.1 D <6.8
15179+3956 0.04757 11.59 1.6±1.2 −34.0±94.3 I3 <2.5 pem
15247−0945 0.04000 11.50 20.9±2.9 79.5±4.1 I2 1.6 em
16145+4231 0.02313 · · · · · · · · · I4 · · · †

17526+3253 0.02601 · · · · · · · · · M · · · †

20491+1846 0.02900 11.11 2.37±1.6 −4.0±97.4 I3 <1.9
23365+3604 0.06448 12.09 25.6±2.4 2.9±3.2 I4 2.3 em

Table 2.4 − Galaxies reported to exhibit OH Megamaser emission. The measured amplitude, phase
and their uncertainties are taken over the entire spectra displayed in figure 2.8. The infrared luminos-
ity is determine by the IRAS measurements at various bands (using equation 1 from Kim & Sanders
1998). The upper limit of the OH luminosity is determine by 1 σ rms of the amplitude and for a
OH emission line feature of 171 km s−1 in width (FWHM; the line width is determine from the aver-
aged 1667 MHz emission line feature of OH Megamaser galaxies). Sources indicated by the comment
“pem” (potential emission) may indicate a pair of OH line features. Source commented by “ab” show
hydroxyl absorption and “em” show hydroxyl emission in their line spectrum. Furthermore, objects
indicated by † showed RFI over the entire observations. ‡ – reported non detection (Staveley-Smith
et al. 1992), D – Dickey et al. (1990), M – Martin (1989), B – Baan private communication, I1 –
IAUC 4629 Kazes et al. (1988), I2 – IAUC 4856 Kazes et al. (1989), I3 – IAUC 4928 Bottinelli et al.
(1989), I4 – IAUC 4977 Bottinelli et al. (1990)
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properties, which is fundamental for ongoing studies of OH Megamaser galaxies. These indi-
vidual sources are listed in table 2.4, with their optical redshift, the expected line frequencies
and the reference of publication.

The observations to confirm OH emitters have been obtained either with a bandwidth of
10 MHz or 20 MHz centered on the mid frequencies of the OH main-lines. The observations
including the calibrators 3C 286 and 3C 48 either at the beginning or the end of, in average,
3 hours integration on the program source. The 10 MHz measurements have been corre-
lated with 128 and the 20 MHz with 256 channels leading to a spectral resolution of about
78 kHz per channel. The data calibration and editing has been performed by the automated
calibration procedures (section 2.2.1). Of the observed twenty sources six showed strong
RFI over the entire observing run and therefore no spectra have been produced. Of all other
sources in table 2.4 a spectrum has been produced, which are displayed in figure 2.8. In three
spectra the phase and the vector-averaged amplitude show rapid variations, which is not an
evidence of RFI, instead these sources show no continuum emission and therefore the phases
and amplitude are displaying such behavior. In particular, the sources IRAS 13254+4754,
IRAS 15179+3956 and IRAS 20491+1846 do not show any evidence of continuum emis-
sion. The spectrum of IRAS 15179+3956 indicates tentative OH in emission, which is shown
by the narrow line in combination with the stable phase at frequencies at which the OH main
lines are expected.

Figure 2.8 − Spectra of reported OH Megamaser galaxies. The phase and the vector-averaged am-
plitude are displayed versus frequencies. The frequency range has been reversed and the expected OH
main-line transition are indicated by the arrows, left the 1667 MHz line and right the 1665 MHz line.
Note that at frequencies around 1575 MHz the GPS system produce RFI affecting the spectra of
IRAS 00509+1225 and IRAS 13254+4754.
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Figure 2.8 − continued.

Some spectra show enhanced amplitudes together with phase variance at the edges
of the band. This causes individual line features at higher frequencies to dominate the
individual spectra and therefore a reliable detection or non-detection can not be concluded.
Such artifacts are introduced by bad bandpass determinations where the calibrator suffers
from RFI, producing additional noise at the edges of the observed bandwidth. Sources
showing strong evidence of such an effect are IRAS 00509+1225, IRAS 03056+2034,
IRAS 13254+4754, and IRAS 20491+1846. Furthermore, the spectrum of the source
IRAS 13451+1232 shows no evidence of emission lines. The continuum emission of this
particular source is too strong to obtain a reliable bandpass with the scheduled observations
on the bandpass calibrator, which is only a factor four stronger than the source. The
dynamic range of about 14 mJy in the spectrum is therefore to low to exclude OH either
in emission or absorption, but it indicates an upper limit for the OH in this galaxy (see
table 2.4). In particular, the source IRAS 05414+5840 has been reported as a maser
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source, but the observation clearly shows that this source renders OH in absorption. The
reason for causing this misinterpretation in the earlier observations, is the vague redshift
knowledge of that particular source, shifting the bandpass to slightly higher frequencies and
therefore to a wrong continuum subtraction (Martin 1989). The hydroxyl emission in the
sources IRAS 00057+4021, IRAS 01364−1042, IRAS 03260−1422, IRAS 05100−2425,
IRAS 08071+0509, IRAS 15247−0945, and IRAS 23365+3604 could be confirmed. Apart
from IRAS 08071+0509 the optical redshift is not in agreement with the OH lines, possibly
indicating that the OH emission originates from a different region than the optical lines.
The spectrum of IRAS 01364−1042 shows double emission feature at frequencies where
the 1667 MHz line is expected, but only one 1665 MHz counterpart, possible indicating an
artifact, which has to be proved.

Summarizing, not all of the OH candidates could be checked, because some of the ob-
servations were affected by the influence of strong RFI and no spectra could be obtained.
One of these sources, IRAS 00335−2732, has been checked and no emission could be
detected (Staveley-Smith et al. 1992). From the observed fourteen published OH emitters
seven sources show OH emission, one source shows OH in absorption, one source tentative
emission, and six sources show no clear evidence of hydroxyl in their spectra. Concluding,
six out of fifteen previously published OH emitters do not show evidence of hydroxyl. Such
a high percentage affects the investigation of the general properties of OH Megamasers and
therefore previously published hydroxyl emitters without any spectra should not be used to
evaluate properties of the OH sample.
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